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Crossing Design: Italy-China as a Design-Driven
Language.Joint research labs in between Chinese and
Italian cultures on high-end manufacturing through a

design driven perspective.

Gabriele Goretti1, Ruquan Yang2 and Elisabetta Cianfanelli3

1 Nanjing University/School of Arts, China. gabriele.goretti@qq.com
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Abstract (Arial Bold 10 pt)
This document shows how your abstract should look. Abstracts should be 200 words maximum.
(Arial 10 pt)

Keywords (Arial Bold 10 pt)
First Keyword, Second Keyword, Third Keyword.

Abstract
The research starts from the assumption of having commonalities among Italy and China
countries in term of production sectors and manufacturing know how, to highlight on possible
common key values comparing Tuscany fashion and design productive district (as a model) to
the Chinese emerging creative processes and traditional manufacturing heritage.

Through design laboratories in connection with SMEs in fashion, furniture and home details in
Florence (Italy) and China, Crossing design project expresses how design processes could
interpret the contemporary lifestyle through cultural cross fertilizations in between these tow
significant cultural contexts, both based on globally important manufacturing know-how. The
ethnographic and anthropological values generate new communication path in between two
design cultures and in between Eastern/Western user scenarios.

Crossing Design methodology start from cross-cultural case histories: the Italian laboratory
uses Chinese Cultural elements as a reference for Italian students and junior designers. On the
other hand, the Chinese workshops propose high-end made in Italy case histories as significant
case studies to set design or re-design processes on Chinese historical manufacturing
processes and emerging user scenarios.

Following this framework, the Crossing Labs aims at setting new design guidelines to make
Chinese Historical Crafts as an attracting value for international market in a g-local perspective.
On the other hand, to highlight the quality of Italian design and made in Italy as a common
heritage for the international design education to enhance understanding quality processes and
cultural creative processes.

mailto:hhover@163.com
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The paper presents two significant case histories from Crossing Design Labs: some furniture
design concept for Chinese market developed at Design Campus of University of Florence by
interpreting Ming Dynasty references; some furniture design concepts from a workshop
developed at Zhongkai University in Guangzhou, aiming at developing new design concepts for
western user scenarios inspired by Chinese cultural element.

The design processes have being done by workshop sessions including theoretical lessons
and visit to Chinese and Italian Companies, aiming at making the students understanding the
intrinsic values of the historical manufacturing processes.

Keywords
Product Design; Manufacturing; Crossing Cultures; Craftsmanship; G-local

1. Research in Shapes and product values

1.1 Research on Shapes as Main Communication Language for Italian Design

One of the main differentiation key points of Italian design in the international arena is the
research focus on shapes of the product and product system. In particular, the Florentine
Design School puts morphology and aesthetic quality of the artifact in a predominant position
within design processes and project development. The shape is often studied in the first phase
of conception, and consequently developed and refined downstream of the process.

Analyzing the works of leading masters of Italian design famous around the world, and
especially of the Florentine design leaders such as Giovanni Klaus Koenig, Pierluigi Spadolini
and Roberto Segoni, we could note at the first sight a pure rationalistic emphasis. At the same
time it is possible to perceive a clear phenomenological focus within of project processing.
From the first ideal conception they move (quickly) to technical drawing and especially to the
model, a tangible test of "beauty" and "strength" of the project. Therefore, the
phenomenological approach to the product is playing a crucial role in the development of the
workshop "Shaping Emotions" - which took place in the October 2013 within Advanced Product
Design course. In this volume the workshop project leaders will explain the emotional value of
emotions inspired “materials” beauty, with a synaesthetic approach. As represented, in
example, from a first unconscious interaction between artefact and user.

We can trace the main areas of innovation that could be achieved through the design process
(Ingaramo, Rampino 2007):
- aesthetics innovation: relating to the recognizability of the product, or how the product
differs in market competition;
- typology innovation: relating to product differentiation from the Formal archetype or by the
used structure of the product system;
- functional innovation: relating to how the product improves or changes its functions in
relation with other products in the market;
- sense innovation: related to emotional perception of the product, The emotional connection
that the product is establishing with the user, through its function and production processes.

Therefore Shape studies represent as strategic element at all levels of innovation.
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The shape could be a differentiation element in the market, an aesthetic innovation element. In
addition, this could be also an typological innovation element. Through the shape, the product
is facing with the archetype of reference and structuring a dialectic communication between the
user and product through product morphology. Through the shapes it is possible to create
specific procedures for product use, leading the user to specific usage scenarios. Certainly, the
shape plays a crucial role in sense innovation too, i.e. , the emotional design and product
meaning are playing a crucial role in daily user scenarios.

Summarizing, the studies on shapes and product morphology could be considered as two main
phases within design research. In particular, in the shaping research we can focus on product
values connected to the emotional aspects coming from the artefact signs and their specific
hierarchy. On the other hand, in the morphology studies the product values could involve the
materials performances and functional matters.

1.2 Shaping Emotions Research at University of Florence: Experiencing
Phenomenology of Shapes as a Foundation for Emotional Design in “Made in Italy”

The project experience developed within Shaping Emotions research within REI lab116 at
Design Campus of University of Florence addresses the role of the formal innovation as
synthetic element through mono-material prototypes (artefacts in expanded polyurethane),
embracing all four levels of innovation. The project framework avoids specific product
categories and develops prototypes expressing playful (or not playful) contents through shapes.
Moving from specific user scenarios referring to interaction practices, the workshop is
structured by a shaping exercise. The process is aiming at including all the user sensations,
studying how the shape - without precise references to product archetypes- can have a
decisive role in the definition of design strategies, transversely embracing aesthetics,
typological, use and sense innovation. Therefore, the shape develops innovation processes in
daily life interaction, amplifying and interpreting functional values of the new technologies
incorporated to the product.

The experiences of the workshop discussed in this volume foremost addressed the emotional
design issues and interaction user – product with purely phenomenological approach
(Mustakas 1994), or by taking reference scenarios from daily life that evoke mixed and complex
emotions . These “scenes” are investigated in accordance with operational schemes of
interpretation that arise from experimental psychology. This discipline doesn’t study the
absolute essence of a mood but takes in account only the elements resulting from stimuli or
other states of mind of the everyday life. First, we identify the stimuli that trigger emotions. In the
case of a product it will never be the object itself to generate a particular state of mind, but an
aspect or a part of it .

Desmet cites some elements of the artifact that can evoke or bring an emotion: the appearance
of a portable device could generate admiration; an incomprehensible menu of a television can
lead to frustration, a user friendly tutorial instead full satisfaction. Driving a hybrid car can give
you a sense of honor, From these stimuli we can take the emotion and the phenomenology of it.
In particular, we note two kinds of emotion, a first “experiential” developed through a direct
interaction with the product or the product system. A second one is “behavioral”, which defines
a tendency to do or perform something, in a specific way.

116

https://www.dida.unifi.it/vp-234-laboratorio-reverse-engineering-and-interaction-design.html
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In this context, the role of design stands as a “visionary pilot”117 . Then, he is not only deputy to
shape the products but he represents am effective strategic payer. The design proposals move
from the expectations and needs of people in real contexts. We need to make explicit the need
of the users he is not able to express due of lack of tools and effective interpretations models.
This is the reason why the study of user scenarios is a crucial design matter to define the
project guidelines and to position the product in the contemporary market. By analyzing a user
scenario about daily life we can highlight the semantic and semiotic aspects, focusing on user
interaction to the product shapes and o the product awareness in a social context.

1.3 Emotional Contents Included in Talent of Manufacturing

The concept of craftsmanship (it. Saper Fare) means "knowing how to do things," including the
arts and skills of doing, knowledge of the materials and craft processes.
When this knowledge meets innovation, when innovation absorbs the craftsman tangible and
intangible skill - without to delete it - then we speak about advanced craftsmanship (Goretti,
2017).
Craftsmanship combines artistic vision, specific skill set and knowledge about raw materials.
"Saper fare" (Italian expression meaning “artisanal skill set”) is today partly integrated in SMEs
manufacturing processes in different regions of the Mediterranean area. This know-how still
exists to date even if mediated by machines and modern tools. Then, artisanal processes are
often able to absorb advanced technologies into tangible and intangible values of
craftsmanship (hence, the concept of “advanced craftsmanship”). "The economic and financial
crisis is comparable to a cyclone. We're just beginning. The cyclone will transform the
socio-cultural paradigms orienting them towards a era of change leading to the “explosion” of
communication and consumption models as we have known so far (Morace 2010).

Therefore, the “craftsmanship” supply chain could present some significant changes and new
business visions. High-range manufacturing processes could highlight the product quality to the
customer, producing new product concepts and brand awareness strategy. Then, the economic
situation is offering a new strategic perspective. The return to the "substance", as searching for
tangible qualities, could be at the center of new user-centred project, highlighting the value of
making quality. This phenomenon has accelerated strongly in recent years and it is primarily
related to the objects of use, neo-craft attendances (often not in relationship with mass
production) in everyday life. The skill and the technical component become the “soul” of
creativity, defining contemporary meaning of the "industrial product". The digital research is
fascinated and "swallowed up" by this design dimension, through projects that are aiming at
highlighting the values of making, the precision of craftsmanship, the time dedicated to the
creation and the "genius" of those who create the artefacts.

Crossing design research framework starts form the assumption of having commonalities
among Italy and China in term of production sectors and manufacturing know-how, to highlight
on possible common key values comparing Tuscany fashion and design productive district (as
a model) to the Chinese emerging creative processes and traditional manufacturing heritage.
The research focuses on product design and interior design case histories highlighting the
power of “made in Italy” as a innovation compass for global design processes, in particular as a
guide for the redesign processes involving traditional Chinese traditional craftsmanship.

117 please refer to Cova B., Au-delà du design industriel: une brève histoire de l’innovation
industrielle, in “ABCdaire Design”, Mairie de Toulouse
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2. Design in China, in Between Tradition and Research on New
Shapes

2.1 Contemporary Chinese Design

Contemporary Chinese product designers have common view in relationship between tradition
and modern design that innovation should base on tradition and modern design should be
harmonious with traditional culture. But the contemporary products in Chinese market show
composite of diverse style which are so-called International Style and they rarely give vivid
expression to Chinese traditional culture context.

The question of Western cultural hegemony in design, having greater cultural power than the
Eastern one whether because of media communication and social standing of specific icon of
international design, represent a complex matter in contemporary Chinese design scenario. As
such, discussion of cross-cultural design relies heavily on the theoretical discourse of
globalization and postcolonial criticism (Tai, 2008), which in turn finds its roots in a specific
imaginary about innovative and contemporary design often in conflict to traditional Chinese
shapes and processes.

On the other side, traditional craft and products which as a symbol of traditional culture are
vanishing little by little. Some innovative design based on traditional products are limited to old
ideology, material, technology and style and do little break through the tradition. These fogyish
designs have little attraction to young generation on present Chinese market. This
phenomenon shows designers, specially young designers, have little understanding and
perception on traditional ideological system, aesthetics, produce theory and craft of China.
Design in China, in practice and in theory, do not handle relationship well between tradition and
contemporary design.

Anyway, Chinese design culture is including some significant element and stimuli part of an
ancient tradition connecting philosophical topics, sociological assets and shaping guidelines.
The Chinese culture is based on the “position” that man is in the cosmos, it proposes a concept
of fluidity and continuity of matter which expands in terms of space/time, becoming a sort of
“mainstay” for life, supporting values indisputably universal. The Chinese culture have
developed over the centuries a great ability to balance the opposites and to live in harmony,
despite being surrounded by contradictions which were and are still present in their everyday
lives, in their behavior and in political beliefs and social issues.

Chinese-determination is recognizable even in their cultural heritage, which includes many
examples of artistic breakthroughs, which attest to the great patience and skill.

The need to prepare for the future and the unpredictability of the cosmos is often connected to
the strong will to improve existing facilities and explore new artistic and scientific fields. This
cultural attitude has subsequently affected in many ways even Western culture. Internationally,
the Chinese art is proving to be one of the most interesting, especially regarding traditional
techniques, such as photography and painting. This continuous research represents a
significant habitat for contemporary Chinese g-local design research118.

118 Italian Genius – Joint Lab Academia-Company within REI lab research at DIDA University of
Florence, in partnership with Cluev (Russia).
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3. Crossing Design Project, Design-Driven Exchange in
Between Italy and China

3.1 Joint lab Academia-Industries as a Research and Educational Tool to (Re)connect
Students to Craftsmanship Know-How

Home furnishings in Italy are primarily manufactured by a group of small and medium
enterprises (SMEs). These companies have undergone profound transformations in their
manufacturing processes, particularly by the progressive juxtaposition of innovative
technologies and traditional place-based craft processes. The result is "advanced
craftsmanship": the use of computer-controlled machinery to replicate manual processes
derived from genius loci heritage.

The DIDA design research team (PhD, post-doctoral and faculty researchers) in 2012 created a
program of Joint Labs to train undergraduate students in “advanced craftsmanship,” through
educational paths that connect traditional craftsmanship knowhow with innovative
manufacturing processes.

After students acquire theoretical preparation, the DIDA department connects new
departments in the partner companies with teams of students who are able to interact with
artisanal craftsmen as well as with innovation sectors of the supply-chain. These enclaves
within the companies create a win-win situation: the company improves the advanced
craftsmanship and R&D sectors, while the academia trains students through direct interactions
with the production chain. In addition, connecting the University’s advanced research with the
SMEs’ artisanal savoir-faire brings fresh energy into the manufacturing process, improving the
companies’ time to market and preserving the craftsmanship knowhow through the
generations.

3.2 Cultural Cross-Fertilizations within Joint Labs Activities

The workshop program in between Italy and China aims at developing design research paths
establishing cross-fertilization processes in between different cultural references in shapes and
production methodologies.

This common exchange language, based on design culture and craft-based similar
manufacturing know-how, allow at designing new concepts and product-systems setting new
market opportunities and new business models. The workshop operates on high-end
manufacturing based design areas, aiming at stressing the cultural and craftsmanship-based
components in design processes, by a continuous connection to the production chain.

The workshops work on following selected topics and guidelines, based on similar
manufacturing know-how in between China and Italy:
- Home furnishings and home details;
- Home facilities, as technological devises for the domestic user scenarios;
- Fashion accessories and wearable products.
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3.3 Methodology: Joint Lab Process Based on DIDA/University of Florence Model

1 – Student selection and internship organization – about 1 month
The DIDA research team selects students from the third year of the bachelor program in
Industrial Design and from the second year of the master program in Design and Fashion
Design System. The students receive a preliminary theoretical preparation, followed by an
internship experience of 6 months in a partner manufacturing company. In the internship phase,
the research team select appropriate technical equipment for each Joint Lab. All costs are
shared between the University and the partner company. If possible, the University and the
partner company apply jointly for a public grant promoting manufacturing innovation (i.e.
Horizon 2020—SME Instrument/Smart Factory program: Executive Agency for SMEs,
European Commission).

2 – Theoretical preparation for student team at the University – about 1 week
The DIDA research team provides theoretical training for the Joint Lab students at the
University, arranging lesson topics according to the needs and culture of the partner company.

3 – Team preparation in the company of students and tutors (PhD students or
researchers)- about 2 weeks
After the theoretical preparation at DIDA, the selected student team and tutors begin training in
the partner company, under the supervision of interested departments: these are usually
design or other technical departments, or communication or logistics sectors. The first week of
the training period is dedicated to introducing tutors (usually PhD or Post-doc researchers) to
the company environments and to the basic practical Savoir Faire of the manufacturing chain.
In the second week, students are introduced to the environment and manufacturing knowhow.
In this phase, the appropriate technical equipment is made available to the students.

4 – Joint Lab starting point - with the support of internal technical department
After these training phases, the technical departments of the company give assignments to the
student teams and the work starts. The tutors work with the involved company departments to
create a calendar of revisions and delivery of student works. The tutors also prepare a joint lab
report, and present best-practice tutorials every two weeks. (Overby, Goretti, Cianfanelli, 2016)

4. Design Research on the Field in Between Italy and China

4.1 Design Strategy Workshop 2015/16 at Zhongkai University - Thinking , Method,
Achievements

4.1.1 Zhongkai University vising Italy and Italian craft-based design
As visiting scholars, Zhongkai University delegation visited Florence University within
Sino-Italian program for half a year. The visiting team was impressed by difference between
Italian design and Chinese one. The product design in Tuscany is vivid and passionate, the
feeling of looking at the artefacts was complex, including tangible and intangible effects and
values. These products style appears full of vitality, art sense and strong sensation on shape
and imagination. Meanwhile, from Roman times especially from Renaissance to present, art is
very important part in Italian life. The Italian have high sensitive to colours, form and art, and
they have good taste for products’ style.
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Compare to Chinese designers, Italian designers can feel and touch their history at any time
and any place. They understand and love their tradition and they think that created design for
future based on tradition is a spontaneous process. They don’t think there is a gap between
tradition and modern design and rarely anxious on traditional vanishing. Their design shows
more confidence, creativity and spontaneous approach when they related tradition to modern
life.

4.1.2 Crossing Design Workshop at Zhongkai University Hosting representatives from
University of Florence
In July 2016, Doctor Gabriele Goretti from REI Lab of University of Florence held a week
workshop in Zhongkai University of Agriculture and Engineering as a representative from
Florence University to set a Crossing Design experience in Guangzhou. About 30 students
joined the workshop, focusing on crossing culture subjects in design. Students must be inspired
by something in Chinese tradition and use them designing furniture which should satisfy
European market such as Italian market’s need. Assisting these students of China comprehend
luxury furniture style in present Italian market, doctor Gabriele Goretti gave them some Italian
furniture brand such as Moroso (figure 1) as reference.

Figure. 1. Furniture of Moroso (from Moroso home page)

In designing process, the workshop brief required students think about furniture defining a user
scenario including environmental specific characters and describing their possible consumer
carefully. The workshop preparation phase emphasized that these consumer in Italian luxury
market more prefer high quality furniture which can satisfy their high quality life’s need. High
quality not only refer to excellent material, technology and craft, moreover refer to good taste in
design and daily living. Students must finished their sketch and rendering in a week in the
situation that they had not been in Italy before and had no more knowledge and sense about
Italian furniture market. All they had as a starting package of the workshop was a selection of
Italian furniture brands. In addition they had to focus on their knowledge about Chinese tradition
element. This situation stimulated them to abandon their customary design thinking tie such as
tradition culture promoting, culture meaning seeking, culture artistic conception expressing etc.
and to search multivariate shape in design combing Chinese element and Italian style. This
process loosed their mind and brought more original creativity in shape, form and color. They
said they felt more freedom in design thinking and they can integrated more emotion in their
design. They all finished their design work at end of that week.(Figure 2—Figure 5)
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Figure. 2. A Wardrobe inspired by Chinese shadows theatre

Figure. 3. A Set of Furniture

Figure. 4. A Ceiling lamp interpreting in a contemporary way
the Chinese Graphics and Calligraphy
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Figure. 5. Table and Stool interpreting traditional Chinese graphics

Inspired by attitude and method that Italian deal with relationship between tradition and modern
design, Chinese designer should spend more time in studying traditional culture and design,
understanding and feeling the theory, aesthetics, function, shape, craft in traditional building,
painting, costume, furniture and other products in Chinese history. Moreover, they should
understand and face the great change in social environment and lifestyle in today and future.
Basing on history and tradition, they could set a valuable design for today and future.
Meanwhile, inspired by Italian products’ emotional shape, Chinese designer can pay more
attention on shape and form based on function and manufacturing values.

4.2 Jia Ju Italia Research at University of Florence

The research develops studies about the differences and possible relations in between Ming
dynasty furniture and contemporary international style in design. The work was developed in
2016 within REI lab/DIDA at University of Florence.

The furniture of the Ming dynasty are strongly related to Chinese cultural values and identities
and, at the same time, to practical ability in high-end craftsmanship. The foreigners start looking
for and buying the Ming furniture since the beginning of XX century, transferring abroad
precious artifacts and then considering Ming heritage like a rare exotic booty.

In the 1920s, Gustav Ecke published the first book of the analysis of traditional Chinese
furniture and it brought a major influence. He promoted the importance of this heritage including
the technical skills of Chinese artists by the book's photos that represented a real fascination
for foreigners viewers an artists. In 1985 the book was officially published as a crucial support
for studies and, in particular, for the collectors of Ming furniture and home details. Unfortunately,
in China the collectors haven't noticed yet the real value of Ming furniture in the world. So, the
collectors of Hong Kong who discovered very precious Ming furniture in such provinces Jiang,
JIN YI, SHAN etc. They are used to enter old mansions and houses looking for precious
furniture, then they buy them with the lowest price possible and sell them with a 10 times higher
price. The main reason why foreigner customer look for Ming Furniture is the mysterious
fascination embedded on these artifacts. This exotic fascination makes this research one of the
main auction and collectors business.
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The research focused on differences in between Ming and Qing Dynasties as a representation
of Chinese traditional furniture style and “contemporary” international style in furniture and
interior design. As a western literature classic book, China recognize in this style as something
not ending and timeless. Anyway we can highlight in these traditional taste of furniture and
“silent” evolution, according to contemporary lifestyles and housing. Then we can speak about
a contemporary classic Chinese style. In this context we can highlight some elements from
Chinese traditional furnishings with an addition of modern mood in colors or new interpretation
of shapes or redesign of finishing works on wood. Then the research is investigating on what it
is differentiating the real traditional Chinese style in furniture and home details and the
“modern” one. The research highlights 3 main elements: structural materials (as wood),
finishing materials (as fabrics) and colors.

Then, the work highlight on main characteristics of traditional furnishing in these three areas
and defines the “reference elements” coming from the historical Chinese shapes and materials
and the “variants” highlighting on how contemporary Chinese furniture production is including
new shapes and decoration in traditional furniture formal heritage.

Jia Ju research uses selected references from history of Italian design as a guideline for
interpreting the state of the art and the possible evolution of Chinese furniture design as an
integration in between traditional shapes and contemporary re-design. As in Chinese
manufacturing, Italian design emerged as a syncretic evolution from an historical craftsmanship
know-how. So, a confront in between Italian history of design and manufacturing and Chinese
transformation in furniture design could represent a strategic work to set significant design
guidelines. From this dialectical approach the Jia Ju project created some furniture concepts
aiming at visualizing possible evolutions and guidelines of this synergy in between Chinese
historical shapes and new design interpretations.

Figure. 6. Jia Ju Cabinet 1
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Figure. 7. Jia Ju Cabinet 2

5. Conclusions
The crossing design experiences in between Italian Design Culture and China highlighted very
interested similarities, relevant differences and possible development scenarios.

Fist of All the Chinese students presented a strong propensity in understanding the product
values related to the high-end manufacturing processes. The proposed Italian Case Histories,
both in Zhongkai University workshop than in Jia Ju Italia research in Florence, offered
contemporary products in furniture as sofas, bookcases or cabinets, related to high-end
production chain, involving innovative materials and advanced manufacturing steps connected
to traditional craft-based works – as high-end upholstery. Moroso case history was well
representing this connection in between past and contemporary technics In production. The
Chinese students were able to interpret this complexity in manufacturing by developing
effecting design concept, as Wealth furniture collection.

Secondly. The students interpreted in a proper way the relation in between product design and
cultural values involved in the User Experience and in the manufacturing framework. The
Chinese Shadows wardrobe designed in Guangzhou workshop well described the inclusion of
intangible cultural values in the design concept.

Finally, we can highlight a significant research od the students about the international lifestyle,
and in particular on “how” and “why” global customers would be interested on a contemporary
design related to traditional Chinese traditions and shapes. Jia Ju Italia concept, interpreting
Italian postmodernism in design through Chinese shapes related to Ming Dynasty, defines an
interesting positioning for this new cross-cultural design in the global luxury market.

Differently from other research methodology (Pei-Luen, 2017) investigating on design
innovation on Eastern craft, the work moves from Western case histories (Italian Design in this
case) focusing on semantics and phenomenology of shapes and manufacturing overview. The
research sets creative processes and manufacturing values to be transferred as a design
paradigm to the students. Then the students interpret a traditional cultural aspect through the
design processes offered from the international examples, not coping or imitating the shapes of
the proposed artefact but following the creative and manufacturing values highlighted from
these case studies.
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